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...for power plant applications

Pleiger provides system solutions designed to match the individual needs of different
actuator applications and functions. Pleiger offers a wide range of Hydraulic Power Units,
linear and rotary actuators, redundant PLC based control systems and data link communication
with the main control system. Complete actuator system solutions made by Pleiger not only
provide easy installation and commissioning but also highly reliable operation and safety
functions.

Hydraulic Actuator for Turbine Bypass Valve Local Control Touch Screen for Diverter Damper

Hydraulic Actuator Systems

RELIABLE       SAFE      REDUNDANT         RELIABLE      SAFE     REDUNDANT         



Typical Applications
...are turbine bypass valves

- HP-, IP-, LP- turbine bypass control valves
- desuperheater control valves
- flow control valves for feedwater pumps
- turbine inlet stop and control valves
- spray water control valves

between GT outlet and HRSG inlet
with HRSG emergency close function

- louver dampers
- tailor made actuator systems

...and diverter dampers

Workshop Function Test with HPU and Actuator Electric cabinet with A/C for outdoor installation

DYNAMIC    EFFICIENT   POWERFUL            DYNAMIC   EFFICIENT   POWERFUL   



Hydraulic Actuator Systems
...for power plant applications
Hydraulic Power Units HPU with Local Control Panel LCP

Hydraulic Power Unit HPU with Touch Screen Panel
- redundant AC, stainless steel electric cabinet
  for outdoor installation
- Touch Screen Panel IP 66, daylight 
- compact package unit, fully workshop 
  tested suitable

HPU with opened cabinet
- for service and maintenance
- triple redundant pressure   
  transmitters with HART protocol
- oil level gauge, hand pump

RELIABLE       SAFE      REDUNDANT         RELIABLE      SAFE     REDUNDANT         



Calculation, engineering, consulting, design, hydraulic manufacturing, electric manufacturing, PLC 
programming, function test, performance test, quality documentation, after sales service,
installation, commissioning, site training - the complete scope offered and made by PLEIGER - your 
competent and experienced partner for hydraulic actuator systems.

HPU for indoor installation, open frame design
- redundant pumps, pressure filters, oil coolers
- oil tank with oil tub on a common base frame
- redundant accumulators for fail safe operation
- compact skid with internal cabling into the LCP

Local Control Panel with redundant PLC
- power supply distribution
  for redundant motor-pump-units
- transformer for internal control power
- terminals for all required signal cables

DYNAMIC    EFFICIENT   POWERFUL            DYNAMIC   EFFICIENT   POWERFUL   



Hydraulic Actuator Systems
...for power plant applications
Hydraulic Actuators with Position Control Manifold

Hydraulic Actuator for Dump Condenser Control Valve
- proportional control valve for dynamic position control
- redundant solenoid valves for fail close function
- integral position transmitter, contactless type, high precision 
- proximity switches with LED for open / close binary 
  feedback signal 
- terminal box, internal cabling, only one common signal 
- pressure test connections for maintenance and air venting

RELIABLE       SAFE      REDUNDANT         RELIABLE      SAFE     REDUNDANT         



Calculation, engineering, consulting, design, hydraulic manufacturing, electric manufacturing, PLC 
programming, function test, performance test, quality documentation, after sales service,
installation, commissioning, site training - the complete scope offered and made by PLEIGER - your 
competent and experienced partner for hydraulic actuator systems.

Hydraulic Actuators for HP Bypass Control Valve
- manifold block with triple safety device for fail 
  open function
- dynamic position control and quick open function 
- compact design, high performance and efficiency
- fail open function < 1 sec along 100% stroke
- proximity switches with LED for open / close 
  binary feedback signal
- complete workshop function 
  and performance tested

Hydraulic Actuators for Spray Water CV and Spray   
Water Stop Valve
- proportional control valve for exact
  temperature control operation
- fail close function with solenoid valve
- terminal box, internal cabling, only one
  common signal cable required

DYNAMIC    EFFICIENT   POWERFUL            DYNAMIC   EFFICIENT   POWERFUL   



For more than  50 years  Pleiger is a reliable partner in providing hydraulic components 
and system solutions designed to match the individual needs of different types of drives, 
valve actuators for power plant and industrial applications. Pleiger combines the innova-
tive power of a German high-tech manufacturer with the down-to-earth character of a 
tradition-conscious family-owned company with long-term prospects and its own training 
and research centre. As a member of the Pleiger-Group, with over 650 employees world-
wide, Pleiger stands for stability and sustainable growth.

INNOVATION AND QUALITY - MADE BY PLEIGER

Tradition and Experience

Pleiger Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG

Im Hammertal 51 I 58456 Witten I Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 23 24 / 398-0
Fax:  +49 (0) 23 24 / 398 - 380
Internet: www.pleiger-maschinenbau.de
E-Mail: vi@pleiger-maschinenbau.de

Pleiger Electronic Control Systems Co., Ltd.

Bldg 12 I No. 451 Yuanzhong Road
Huinan Town I Pudong I Shanghai  
China P.C. 201300
Phone:        +86 (21) 58 18 71 72
Telefax:       +86 (21) 58 18 71 70
Internet: www.pleiger.cn
E-Mail:   pleiger@pleiger.com.cn

Pleiger Far East LLC 

1480-7 Song Jeong Dong I Gang Seo Gu
Busan 618-270 I Korea
Phone:      +82 (51) 8 31 69 85
Telefax:       +82 (51) 8 31 44 97
Internet: www.pleiger.co.kr
E-Mail: pleiger@pleiger.co.kr

The content of this brochure is generally not binding and does not substantiate any claims for liability or other legal claims. All given information such as values or dimensions and
specifications are approximate values only and without obligation.
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